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Serving through Transcribing:  
Preserving History while Building Community

Julie Centofanti and Mollie Hartup
Youngstown State University

Abstract: Community is a foundational element in honors education . During the 
global pandemic, students reimagined ways to connect in order to build community 
and serve one another . Authors describe a virtual collaboration in transcription, 
where honors students gathered to participate in digital transcribe-a-thons . These 
informal groupings evolved into a transcribing club that met three times a week 
(collectively logging more than 1,600 hours) and transcribed over 16,000 historical 
documents . A study of participating transcribers reveals enhanced historical knowl-
edge, skill building, and opportunities for relationships with students of varying 
interests and backgrounds despite edicts for social distancing . While a common fea-
ture of the club is a connection to something beyond the student, authors maintain 
that the experience of transcribing also brings a sense of connectedness with fellow 
honors students and the honors college . Authors provide student insight and out-
comes as well as detailed instructions for honors practitioners seeking to introduce 
historical transcription to their students .

Keywords: transcription; virtual volunteerism; COVID-19 pandemic—teaching 
and learning; service learning; Youngstown State University (OH)–Sokolov Hon-
ors College

Citation: Honors in Practice, 2022, Vol . 18: 65–80

The mission of the Youngstown State University (YSU) Sokolov Honors 
College is to inspire a love of learning through opportunity, community, 

and family . The college fulfills that mission in part by instilling the value of 
service in students who volunteer sixty hours each year . NCHC places impor-
tance on service-learning with a major emphasis on community engagement 
(Definition of Honors Education, 2013) . Existing research points to successful 
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outcomes incorporating service-learning into an honors composition class-
room, an international service-learning honors geography course, and an 
interdisciplinary service-learning honors course (Parker, 2007; Powell, 2008; 
Vender, 2004) . During the pandemic, students in the Sokolov Honors Col-
lege embraced virtual volunteerism outside of the classroom by creating 
opportunities to serve and build community through a storytelling program, 
tutoring, and transcribing historical documents .

The students who formed the transcribing club collectively transcribed 
nearly 16,000 documents and logged more than 1,600 hours of service in its 
first year and a half . The transcribing process digitizes documents in a manner 
that improves access to knowledge for future researchers and all who seek 
such information . Once transcribed, documents remain accessible through 
open-access repositories such as the Library of Congress and Smithsonian 
Institute in perpetuity .

Even as activities return to in-person, the transcribing club continues to 
find value in being able to connect virtually and serve . What follows is an 
in-depth examination of the transcribing club formation and function . This 
manuscript in conjunction with the transcribing club manual (available at 
<http://hdl .handle .net/1989/16794>) could be used to establish, on any 
budget, a volunteer program centered around transcribing . We also explore 
the student experience participating in such a program, including knowledge 
and skills gained and other benefits derived .

forming the club:  
Julie’s transcribing story

As a busy student with an immunocompromised family member, I 
wanted to continue volunteering during my first year of college despite my 
pandemic limitations . My goal was to find a virtual volunteer experience that 
would benefit the community while protecting my family from the virus .

During the summer of 2020, I discovered the Smithsonian and Library 
of Congress Transcription Centers . These online websites offer students the 
opportunity to transcribe historical, scientific, and political documents that 
historians and researchers can use in the future . These sites express the need 
for volunteers to transcribe or correct millions of hard-to-read historical and 
scientific documents . Transcribers can browse projects across various catego-
ries to locate documents that align with their own interests or areas in which 
they seek to gain knowledge .
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Throughout the fall 2020 semester, I conducted transcribing meetings on 
the Webex video conferencing platform, which allowed honors students to 
transcribe documents while conversing in a virtual environment . We also held 
a large transcribe-a-thon event where 51 students transcribed more than 200 
documents . Weekly meetings followed and later evolved into a transcribing 
club, where students meet three days a week to volunteer by transcribing his-
torical documents and building community with each other . The student-led 
club is supported by Mollie Hartup, honors faculty/staff member and co-
author of this article . Students have transcribed items, including what Teddy 
Roosevelt called his “Great Mass of Papers” (Library of Congress) . We have 
transcribed letters from Roosevelt’s family members, global political figures, 
military records, and other historical documents . We have also transcribed 
scientific documents from Annie Jump Cannon, a female scientist who mea-
sured the temperature and location of stars in 1914 . See the Appendix for six 
examples of transcribed documents along with their web addresses .

Eventually, I formalized this work on my transcript by completing an hon-
ors independent study under the guidance of Hartup . The one-hour course 
included three required components: a project deliverable, a reflection, and 
a presentation . For my project, I wrote a manual that describes the details 
of managing the transcribing club . This manual consists of a transcription 
tutorial of the Smithsonian and Library of Congress Transcription Centers 
and my Transcription Quick Guide . This guide also includes the details of 
planning and conducting a meeting . At the end of the semester, I wrote a 
paper regarding the growth of the once-a-week sessions to the thrice-weekly 
meetings of the transcribing club . This opportunity allowed me to reflect on 
my personal leadership growth in teaching members to follow proper tran-
scription techniques, making adjustments when necessary, and making new 
friends in a virtual environment . I also presented the project at the NCHC 
conference in Orlando, Florida, in October 2021 .

This club provided the perfect platform for me to volunteer and virtually 
build community among honors students while quarantined at home . Club 
members worldwide have the opportunity to interact with students of differ-
ent majors . We discuss our classwork, hobbies, families, and pets . For example, 
several music majors virtually performed complex orchestral scores prior to 
a virtual competition . A business major living in India started his morning at 
4:30am to attend our meetings halfway across the globe . The upper-class stu-
dents mentored first-year students with similar majors . I learned more about 
my peers than I could have without this club .
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training student transcribers

The transcribing club’s mission is to transcribe or correct millions of 
hard-to-read historical and scientific documents . Club members find letters, 
scientific experiments, and political papers that correlate to events occurring 
today, such as the pandemic of 1918 . Students have the freedom to browse 
the transcription center and select their own documents to transcribe . They 
can also collaborate on a document with one student transcribing and a sec-
ond student reviewing the work .

Each two-hour transcribing club meeting follows the same structure 
and takes place via Webex . During the first five minutes, the student host 
greets the attendees and presents a tutorial of transcription . Next, the host 
demonstrates logging on to the transcription website and transcribing a sam-
ple document . When presenting the website, the host reminds students of 
transcription best practices . For example, transcribers must type the words 
exactly how they are written on the page, even if misspelled . The host strives 
to understand the transcription abilities and encourage the learning of each 
student, whether a beginner or a skilled transcriber .

After the transcription tutorial, the host allows attendees to ask any ques-
tions they may have before individual transcribing begins . The host also keeps 
a tally of the number of pages transcribed or reviewed . Students transcribe 
for thirty minutes to an hour and then return to the Webex application to 
participate in group activities and icebreakers . Students can discuss the ice-
breaker questions via the chat option or turn on their microphone to talk . 
Icebreaker activities allow students to learn more about each other in a virtual 
environment .

After the icebreaker activity, students transcribe for the remainder of the 
meeting, reserving ten minutes at the end to submit the number of pages that 
they transcribed or reviewed . Students share what they learned about content 
or process during that session . The host thanks students for attending and 
reminds them of future meetings . The host also reminds students how to log 
their two hours of volunteer service in the honors student dashboard .

At the end of each session, the host compiles the total number of pages 
transcribed and reviewed along with the name of each student who attended 
the meeting . Then, the host enters this data into an Excel sheet that tracks the 
total number of pages the club has transcribed . The log is also used in reward-
ing members for attendance and motivating members to return . By attending 
multiple meetings, students can earn distinctions and prizes, which were 
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donated by the Centofanti Family . Transcribers can also include any earned 
distinctions on a résumé . For example, after one meeting, a student becomes 
a member and earns a transcribing club pin, and after five meetings, a student 
becomes a transcriber and earns a pen . Additional small prizes are offered as 
an incentive to continue with the club as milestones are attained .

honors as source of community

Fostering community within honors while serving the community at 
large is deeply ingrained in the YSU Honors College . Anecdotal evidence 
suggested that transcribing club involvement might enhance the student expe-
rience by enabling personal connections through virtual service and perhaps 
increase a sense of belonging for students, which Strayhorn (2019) defines as 
“students’ perceived social support on campus, a feeling or sensation of con-
nectedness, and the experience of mattering or feeling cared about, accepted, 
respected, valued by, and important to the campus community or others on 
campus such as faculty, staff, and peers” (p . 4) . A stronger sense of belong-
ing may benefit students by also signaling deeper engagement with studies, 
persistence, and success (Gopalan & Brady, 2019) . Honors is uniquely posi-
tioned to build community while benefiting the collective, beginning with 
honors students’ taking on a lead role in discussions and other activity in the 
classroom (Bell, 2008; Houry, 2016) . Bell specifically urges that inclusive 
honors experiences exist throughout the university, open to both honors and 
non-honors students alike .

study design

To gain a better understanding of the student transcribing experience, 
we developed a study and obtained IRB approval (Protocol 2021-126) from 
Youngstown State University . Using a criterion sampling method, we distrib-
uted a survey to all students who have transcribed . Of the 112 individuals 
invited to participate, 20 completed the survey . Of the respondents, 9 were 
entering their second year, 5 entering their third year, and 6 entering their 
fourth year . Nine had attended 10 or more transcribing sessions; 11 had 
attended 6 or fewer at the time of completion . The mixed methods survey 
was designed to gain an understanding of the impact of transcribing on the 
students . Open-ended questions were included for students to share more 
about what they learned from transcribing and how the experience impacted 
their sense of belonging .
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findings

Students completing the survey reported that the transcribing club aided 
them in learning various skills and building relationships .

•	 12 students indicated that they strongly agreed or agreed that the tran-
scribing club has helped them make new friends; 6 were neutral on the 
subject; 1 disagreed; and 1 did not answer the question .

•	 16 students indicated that they strongly agreed or agreed that the tran-
scribing club has allowed them to learn new things; 3 were neutral; 
and 1 did not answer the question .

•	 15 students indicated that they strongly agreed or agreed that the 
transcribing club has made them feel more connected to the YSU 
community; 3 were neutral; 1 disagreed; and 1 did not answer the 
question .

•	 17 students indicated that they strongly agreed or agreed that the 
transcribing club has made them feel more connected to the honors 
college community; 2 were neutral; and 1 did not answer the question .

Students reported learning historical information, communication 
skills, and how to read cursive, since many had not been formally taught in 
elementary school . When asked to describe the most important thing they 
learned from transcribing in an open-ended manner, 8 participants cited 
learning about historical events and/or preserving history, and 6 participants 
listed various skills, which included reading fonts, handwriting, and transla-
tions from different languages; typing speed; teamwork; and the importance 
of taking one’s time and being thorough . Students also indicated that skills 
gained now will benefit them in the future .

I liked getting a glimpse into presidents’ everyday lives through their 
journals . It was so cool to see how they came to make big decisions, 
and just how their lives were outside of their work .

* * *
Transcribing has taught me numerous skills: how to read a variety 
of fonts/hand-writing styles, how to translate different words from 
different languages, how to format a variety of letter and article col-
umns, and more . This is important to me as a future educator who 
will need to read a variety of documents and student work in order to 
properly evaluate my pupils .

cEntofanti and hartup
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* * *
Transcribing has taught me to take my time with what I’m working 
on and to make sure I’m doing a thorough job . In recent years I have 
just focused on getting things done quickly without putting as much 
effort as I could into my work . Learning how to take my time and be 
diligent is important because it will help me with things I do every-
day as well as helping me as I progress through college .

The experience of transcribing also helped students feel more connected 
to fellow honors students and the honors college . Six participants offered 
insights into how transcribing enhanced their sense of belonging . A common 
thread between all the responses was a sense of connection to something 
beyond themselves as individuals .

The transcribing club has made me feel like I am a part of some-
thing at YSU . I was nervous about joining clubs this past year due to 
COVID, but the transcribing club provided me with a safe, virtual 
opportunity to get involved at YSU .

* * *
It has helped me become more involved with other students at YSU . 
My previous volunteer work was mostly individual . Transcribing has 
opened up a new door when it comes to volunteering . Along with 
being involved with people, I finally feel like part of a group and I 
enjoy being surrounded by people who care about things that I do .

* * *
I’ve been able to connect with students of all ages and backgrounds 
through our Webex meetings, and I’m confident that no other vol-
unteerism opportunity or event would’ve allowed me to cross paths 
with many of these individuals .

Two participants mentioned that transcribing offered a safe alternative to in-
person service and made them feel more comfortable during the pandemic . 
Students also liked the idea of transcribing as a way to indirectly benefit more 
people .

Most in-person volunteerism helps a small amount of people such 
as teams at local food banks or rescue shelters; however, when we 
transcribe these documents, we are volunteering on a much grander, 
almost global scale . We are blessed with the opportunity to tran-
scribe these important documents to make them more accessible to 
the public through the internet .
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* * *
Serving the community means looking past the scope of yourself . 
And transcribing is so unique in that you are able to serve for not just 
your local community, but also a larger one .

limitations

Since we used a criterion sampling method, we surveyed all 112 students 
who have transcribed at least once, including one of the large transcribe-a-
thons to which the entire college was invited . The 20 respondents represent 
17 .8% of the total population . We suspect that those who answered the survey 
are those students who are regular members or who have attended multiple 
transcribing sessions . However, to gain a deeper understanding of the experi-
ence of the highly involved student, a future study could incorporate a focus 
group or interviews of those who regularly transcribe .

future directions

In the future, we hope to expand the transcribing club by scanning, 
digitizing, and transcribing historical documents from Youngstown and sur-
rounding communities . This project will allow students to learn more about 
the community where they attend college while building friendships among 
honors college students . This new direction provides additional opportunities 
for active student involvement . First, students can scan historical documents 
and upload them to a Google Drive . Next, students can transcribe these docu-
ments and upload a PDF copy to the YSU Maag Library’s Digital Repository . 
This additional aspect of the transcribing club will allow students of different 
majors to transcribe documents directly related to their discipline . Students 
of all backgrounds can share their culture and family history, thus enhancing 
the diversity of the online transcription community . Honors college students 
can transcribe documents and memorabilia from alumni in anticipation of 
the upcoming 30th year of the YSU Honors College, which will allow stu-
dents to connect with the history of the college . The transcribing club is also 
currently exploring partnering with the history club on campus, which pres-
ents an opportunity to draw in non-honors students who can also benefit 
from the experience .

An upcoming transcribe-a-thon is being planned in conjunction with 
another university’s honors college . Additional opportunities for collabora-
tion are welcome if any readers wish to explore a future joint event .
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A recent Sokolov honors graduate identified being involved in the tran-
scribing club as the most memorable component of the honors experience . 
Given that research suggests engaging in service-learning improves student 
retention outcomes, it may be worth examining the role the transcribing club 
plays in retaining students (Pelco, 2018) .

conclusion

The present study explores the experience of students serving through 
transcribing and suggests that they not only benefited by learning various 
skills and historical knowledge but also gained an enhanced sense of belong-
ing . Students reported feeling more connected to one another as a result of 
transcribing and valued the feeling that their efforts were contributing to the 
larger community and that together they could make a greater impact than by 
serving alone .

Honors faculty support the transcribing club efforts not only in its 
operations but also by referring honors students who are seeking service 
opportunities to join the group . The student-reported outcomes provide 
strong evidence that transcribing is a meaningful opportunity to serve . Stu-
dents who have consistently transcribed have also taken on more leadership 
roles within the group, serving as team leaders for large transcribe-a-thon 
events . Faculty have continually been impressed with the student develop-
ment that occurs within the transcribing club .

Transcribing has positively impacted the lives of students involved . For 
some, transcribing represented a safe alternative to in-person service during 
the pandemic . For others, it was a way to make new friends when opportuni-
ties for in-person gatherings were limited . Even as classes have returned to 
in-person, the transcribing club continues to meet virtually given the conve-
nience of being able to serve together from anywhere . Future gatherings may 
transition to hybrid or in-person . A quotation from Teddy Roosevelt, discov-
ered by a student while transcribing, has served as an unofficial motto for the 
transcribing club: “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are .”
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appendix

Transcription Examples and Web Addresses
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Martin H . Moynihan researched bird species in Panama and Peru during the 1960s . This document 
includes descriptions of a few birds that he discovered on the island . His project, “Miscellaneous Bird Spe-
cies in Panama and Peru,” is found on the Smithsonian Transcription Center .

Source: <https://transcription .si .edu/transcribe/26092/SIA-SIA2017-002410>

https://transcription.si.edu/transcribe/26092/SIA-SIA2017-002410
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Annie Jump Cannon was a photographer who measured the temperature and location of stars during the 
early 1900s . In this experiment, she also counted galaxies and measured catalogued stars . This transcrip-
tion is part of the Annie Jump Cannon Project Phaedra found on the Smithsonian Transcription Center .

Source: <https://transcription .si .edu/transcribe/10522/EE8t3>

https://transcription.si.edu/transcribe/10522/EE8t3
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Theodore Roosevelt was the 26th President of the United States and the Governor of New York, as well 
as a soldier, conservationist, and historian . Roosevelt’s documents range from classified government infor-
mation to personal family letters . This document is a discussion of one of Roosevelt’s former soldiers 
attempting to earn a position in the government .

Source: <https://crowd .loc .gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759- 
mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-4>

https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759-mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-4/
https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759-mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-4/
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This document is from one of Roosevelt’s friends informing him of his travels . The Theodore Roosevelt 
Project is found on the Library of Congress Transcription Center .

Source: <https://crowd .loc .gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759- 
mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-906>

https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759-mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-906/
https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/rough-rider-bull-moose-theodore-roosevelt/1-aug-1759-mar-6-1901-rough-rider-to-vice-president/mss382990005/mss382990005-906/
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The National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) was an advocacy group for the representa-
tion of women at the polls . This collection includes multiple newspapers, such as The Analysis.

Source: <https://crowd .loc .gov/campaigns/organizing-for-womens-suffrage-the-nawsa-records/subject- 
file-e-m/mss3413201608/mss3413201608-2>

https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/organizing-for-womens-suffrage-the-nawsa-records/subject-file-e-m/mss3413201608/mss3413201608-2/
https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/organizing-for-womens-suffrage-the-nawsa-records/subject-file-e-m/mss3413201608/mss3413201608-2/
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The Copyright Title Pages Collection on the Library of Congress Transcription Center includes advertis-
ing labels, books, and maps from the 18th and early 19th centuries . This document is the cover page for the 
collection Fragments of the Natural History of Pennsylvania .

Source: <https://crowd .loc .gov/campaigns/early-copyright/copyright-title-pages-oversize-1790-1890/2 
019713462/2019713462-3>

https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/early-copyright/copyright-title-pages-oversize-1790-1890/2019713462/2019713462-3/
https://crowd.loc.gov/campaigns/early-copyright/copyright-title-pages-oversize-1790-1890/2019713462/2019713462-3/
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